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Abstract
Noncovalent functionalization is a well-known nondestructive process for property engineering of carbon nanostructures, including carbon nanotubes and graphene. However, it is not
clear that to what extend the extraordinary electrical properties of these carbon materials can
be preserved during the process. Here, we demonstrated that noncovalent functionalization
can indeed delivery graphene field-effect transistors (FET) with fully preserved mobility. And
these high-mobility graphene transistors can serve as a promising platform for biochemical
sensing applications.

Graphene 1,2 has been shown to possess a variety of unique and fascinating physical and chemical properties. For example, an exceptional high carrier mobility up to 105 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room
temperature, large surface-to-volume ratio, and chemical stability. 3 Applications that could exploit
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these unique properties include label-free electronic biochemical sensors with ultrahigh sensitivities. 4–15 The sensing principle roots on a change of the electrical conductance of the transistor
channel upon binding of a molecule on the sensor surface. The high sensitivity, i.e., a significant change of the electrical conductance of graphene to a minute field-effect induced by charged
biochemical molecules, is explained as resulting from the extraordinary high mobility as well as
low intrinsic noise in graphene. 6 Moreover, graphene is a conductor and unique among solid state
materials in that every atom is on the surface. The highest sensitivity is reached, if the conducting

an ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET) and at the same time as the sensing surface, the
ultimate sensor could be realized.
However, due to its perfect lattice without dangling bonds, graphene is intrinsically chemically inert. 17,18 Hence, only through the functionalization of graphene with specific recognition
moieties, the sensitivity potential of graphene can be unlocked. There are actually already numerous publications on chemical functionalization of graphene, ranging from covalent to noncovalent
methods, using different biochemical molecules and treatments. 14,18–28 For example, a graphene
sheet can be doped with covalent oxygen functional groups, giving graphene oxide (GO) or reduced GO (RGO) with improved sensing responses. But these methods will break the chemical
bonds in the graphene lattice, inevitably leading to a severe degradation in mobility. 14,19–21 In
addition, noncovalent functionalization of graphene (or carbon nanotube) by aromatic molecules
has been widely investigated for studies like the controllable doping of n- or p-type carbon-based
FETs, band gap engineering, and linker molecular designing. 25–28 Surprisingly, however, in these
studies, despite noncovalent functionalization is well-known for its nondestructive features, it is
not clear that to what extend the high mobility of graphene can be preserved and what detecting
limit such graphene sensors can achieve. Here, by configuring the graphene FETs with aromatic
molecules, we report high mobility graphene ion-sensitive FET (GISFET) H+ and K+ sensors (as
well as electrostatic potential sensor) with fully preserved mobilities. The exceptional electronic
quality of the unperturbed sp2 graphene lattice, also ensures a potential detection limit over two or-
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channel is closest to the sensor surface. Hence, if graphene is used as the conducting channel in
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ders of magnitude better then that of the state-of-the-art pH meters. Undoubtedly, our achieved full
mobility conservation and outstanding sensitivity of versatile GISFETs by noncovalent functionalization, will significantly increase the credibility and fidelity of graphene biochemical sensors and
thus expand their application field, such as ultrasensitive environmental monitoring and medical
diagnosis, especially at a high sampling rate where the mobility is of key importance.
We fabricate solution compatible graphene devices following the fabrication flow as shown in
Fig. 1a. We start from monolayer graphene grown on copper foil by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). 17,29 A square-shaped sacrificial layer (made by Parafilm (PF)/PMMA) is glued on top of
the graphene/copper foil, which protects the graphene underneath during O2 plasma etching. The
sacrificial layer is then washed away in acetone. The resulting patterned graphene/copper foil is
then glued onto a glass substrate up-side-down using epoxy (Epotek 302-3M, Epoxy Technology).
After etching away the copper foil in an ammonium persulfate solution, the device is ready. This
process is reliable and results in a graphene layer that strongly binds to the substrate and has a
clean upper surface free of any resist contaminations. This last point is important because resist
residues can prevent surface functionalization and suppress sensing. Such a graphene sheet is then
electrically connected with silver paint at its corners, which are afterwards sealed with epoxy for
operation in an electrolyte environment (Fig. 1b). Fig. 1c provides a cross-sectional view of the
device together with a schematics of the electrical circuit. The gate voltage VPt was applied to
the solution via a Pt wire. The electrostatic potential in solution Vre f was monitored by a calomel
reference electrode. We have monitored the current flowing between the graphene and the liquid
gate during liquid gate sweeping. This leak current never exceeded 10 nA in all our experiments.
It is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the typical source-drain current. More details
on measurement can be found in Methods and our previous publication. 17 Dozens of such devices
were fabricated and tested. Typical results are presented.
As-fabricated graphene FETs usually exhibit a weak pH response of a few mV/pH (Supplementary Figure S1), which can be ascribed to uncontrollable and random surface defects that react
with protons. These defects can be neutralized by covering the surface with fluorobenzene. 17 In
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contrast to the fluorobenzene passivation, we now apply a well-defined functionalization protocol
that involves the π -bonding of aromatic molecules containing pH-active hydroxyl (OH) groups,
phenol, to induce a significant pH response of the graphene FETs. This is done by immersing a
fresh graphene FET in 1 M phenol in ethanol for 5 min and then rinsing in pure ethanol for another
5 min. To achieve a high density of the OH groups, and therefore a significant ion response, is one
of the reason why we chose phenol instead of other bigger aromatic molecules because phenol can
be more densely packed. 1-Hydroxypyrene, for example, is expected to give better adhesion but

Fig. 2a depicts the electrical transfer curves of such a phenol-activated electrolyte-gated GISFET.
The plot shows the sheet conductance GS measured as a function of the reference gate voltage
Vre f for different pH buffer solutions (see Methods). A bipolar transistor characteristic is observed
within an operation voltage range of 0.4 V. Such a characteristic reflects the fact that the type of
carriers in graphene can be continuously tuned from holes (p-type region to the left in Fig. 2a) to
electrons (n-type region to the right). This is realized by driving the liquid gate that controls the
electrochemical potential (Fermi energy) of the charge carriers. In the following, we will focus on
the transition point between the electron and hole regime, where the conductance is minimal. This
point is also referred as the charge-neutrality point (CNP). The shift of VCNP against pH is defined
as the pH response of the sensor. We note here that measurements of such functionalized GISFETs
show excellent degree of reproducibility and stability (Supplementary Figure S1). Remarkably,
the transfer curves for this phenol-activated GISFET (Fig. 2a, top panel) shift significantly when
the pH is changed. The shift of the phenol-activated GISFET contrasts with the nicely overlapping
curves for the passivated graphene FET (bottom panel). This passivation is achieved by coating the
graphene surface with aromatic molecules that contain passive groups such as fluorobenzene using
a similar protocol (see Methods). In the following, we will quantify the shifts in detail. Note, here
that the minimum sheet conductance GS−min for fluorobenzene-passivated and phenol-activated
graphene FETs are 4.7 e2 /h and 3.6 e2 /h, respectively, which is on the order of 4 e2 /h as expected
for monolayer graphene. 1
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In Fig. 2b, Ψ0 = VCNP (pH)−VCNP (pH = 3) is depicted as a function of pH for the two different
functionalizations, where Ψ0 is defined as the surface potential of GISFETs. For the fluorobenzene
passivation (squares in Fig. 2b), an inert behavior is observed, with a sensitivity less than 1 mV/pH
(the slope of the linear fit). This result is in agreement with our recent report, 17 showing that the
clean hydrophobic graphene surface does not coordinate protons. The graphene FET decorated
with phenol molecules, on the other hand, exhibits a nonlinear pH response. It is flat at the beginning and rises with a striking response of 49 mV/pH at pH larger than 8, which compares favorably
with the measured pH response (30 − 60 mV/pH) of Si-based ISFETs with oxide surfaces (SiO2 ,
Al2 O3 , HfO2 , etc.). As a control, we have also studied the pH response of GISFETs with hybrid
fluorobenzene and phenol functionalizations (Supplementary Figure S2). We demonstrated that a
reduced number of adsorbed pH-active phenol molecules weakens the pH response of the GISFETs, suggesting unambiguously that the proton sensitivity of the GISFETs originates from the
adsorbed phenol molecules. Further confirmation of phenol adsorption comes from quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) measurements as will be discussed later (see also Methods).
The aromatic functionalization does not only endow the GISFET with a significant pH response, but also preserves the electronic quality of graphene that is commonly characterized by
the charge carrier mobility. As reported in previous literatures, we also observe almost identical
Raman spectrum of graphene before and after aromatic molecular adsorption (not shown here), indicating a non-destructive functionalization. Here, as a significant demonstration in comparison to
previous reports, we directly evaluate the mobility of graphene from the slope of the linear regimes
of G(n) as µ = δ G/eδ n, where the carrier mobility n is obtained by converting the gate voltage
Vre f (Supplementary Figure S3). We confirm that the carrier mobility extracted from this method
matches that obtained from Hall effect measurements (Supplementary Figure S3). The reliability
of this method also roots in the reproducible and stable transfer characteristics of our fabricated
GFETs with clean surface, which are dedicated for liquid environment sensing applications. The
hole and electron mobility of this phenol-activated GISFET were found to be 1770 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
2020 cm2 V−1 s−1 , respectively. These mobilities, as well as those of the fluorobenzene-passivated
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graphene FET (2650 cm2 V−1 s−1 for hole and 3260 cm2 V−1 s−1 for electron), are at least more
than one order of magnitude higher than that of high-performance silicon ISFETs 30,31 formed on
SOI wafers, which only have a peak hole mobility of 137 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The same is true for ISFETs based on GO/RGO or organic polymers with mobility on the order of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 or
even less. 19,32 Furthermore, we have also recorded the transfer curves of the same graphene FETs
before aromatic functionalization. For instance, the hole and electron mobility of the graphene
FET before fluorobenzene adsorption, were 2630 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 3140 cm2 V−1 s−1 , respectively,

matic molecules has preserved both the high mobility and the high conductivity of the graphene
FET devices, as summarized in Tab. 1 for 6 different samples with 3 different kinds of aromatic
functionalizations. This picture immediately leads to the conclusion that functionalization with
aromatic molecules has a great advantage. Adding aromatic molecules that contain OH groups
(for example) to the graphene surface induces the high pH response. At the same time, the extraordinary high carrier mobility, thus the excellent electrical properties of graphene, have been fully
preserved. In practice, this functionalization approach renders GISFET as a perfect platform for
sensing applications, especially at a high sampling rate where the mobility is of key importance.
We note here that, in some of the graphene FET devices, there is a noticeable increase in the mobility after aromatic functionalization. Further investigations are required to identify the underlying
mechanism.
It is clear that graphene based ISFETs have extraordinary high carrier mobility. The resulting
high transconductance will endow the sensors with significant current response to minute changes
in the surface potential (caused by the adsorption of molecules). However, inherent noise, especially low-frequency 1/f noise, which is ubiquitous in solid-state electronic devices, sets a limit
on the size of the signal that can be detected. This noise can be measured and characterized by
using well-established techniques in the MOSFET community. Therefore noise measurement and
characterization represent valuable tools for predicting the detection limit of biochemical FET sensors. Here we measured the low frequency noise spectrum of the graphene FETs (Supplementary
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Figure S4). When related to a shift in the CNP, we found δ VCNP (10 Hz)= 1.8 × 10−7 V/Hz 2 for
the phenol-activated GISFET. The input noise δ VCNP can be regarded as the resolution limit of this
sensor, which corresponds to a measurement accuracy of 4 ppm of a pH shift in 1 Hz bandwidth.
This result is over two orders of magnitudes better than that of the state-of-the-art commercial pH
sensors [1, 000 ppm (Ref. 33)]. This is not a surprise. As we found recently, the highest sensitivity of an ISFET is reached, if its conducting channel is closest to the sensor surface. 16 And this
requirement is fulfilled in our graphene ISFETs.
We note that the transfer curves of the phenol-activated GISFET shift to positive gate voltages
with increasing pH values. This behavior is expected for phenol containing active OH groups
that can be deprotonized as a weak acid: C6 H5 OH  C6 H5 O− + Hs+ , with Hs+ denoting surface
protons. At high pH values, the equilibrium is shifted towards a deprotonized surface which is
negatively charged. As a consequence, the transfer curve is expected to shift to the right. Based on
this sensing mechanism, we can derive a relation between the surface potential ψ0 of the graphene
FET and the pH value of the bulk solution (Supplementary Eq. S2-8):
µ

eΨ0
pH = −log[−Ka · exp
kT

¶ µ
¶
eNs
· 1+
].
Cdl Ψ0

Here, k denotes the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K the absolute temperature, and Cdl = 2 ×
10−1 Fm−2 the double-layer capacitance. Ka and Ns represent the equilibrium constant and the
density of the surface active phenol molecules, respectively.
The non-linear data points in Fig. 2b can be nicely described by using the equation above with
Ka and Ns two free fitting parameters. As a result, we deduce the equilibrium constant Ka of phenol
(adsorbed on graphene surface) to be 10−8.6 M (as confirmed in SI, Figure S2c). This surface Ka is
consistent with the literature value of 10−9.98 M measured in bulk solution. 34 Differences are most
probably caused by solution versus surface-bound measurements, i.e., the acidity of phenol increases due to its electron donating to graphene. The fitting to the data yield Ns = 5.5 × 1014 cm−2 .
This number is in good agreement with QCM measurements (see Methods). The density of ac-
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tivated surface groups Ns is the key parameter in determining the pH response of the GISFETs.
The high sensitivity of the GISFET to pH is only possible if the surface contains active sites of
a very high density. We have achieved Ns = 5.5 × 1014 cm−2 , which corresponds to 5.5 active
hydroxyl groups in an area of 1 nm×1 nm. This value is comparable with the literature value for
oxide surfaces (5 × 1014 cm−2 for SiO2 and 8 × 1014 cm−2 for Al2 O3 ). 35–39
Up to now, we have investigated the pH sensing response of GISFETs functionalized by aromatic molecules. To demonstrate that GISFETs can detect ions other than protons, we chose the

cation has been studied in detail, and an equilibrium constant of 10−2.03 M was measured in aqueous solution. 40 As shown in the upper left of Fig. 3, a crown ether was chosen which can be
anchored onto graphene by the benzene linkers via π -π stacking (see Methods). Note, as fabricated graphene FETs exhibit only a weak potassium ion (as well as pH) sensitivity (-3 mV/pK, not
shown here).
After functionalization, potassium cations could bind to crown ether and the sensor response
of the potassium GISFET was recorded. Fig. 3 illustrates the conductivity of a crown ether activated GISFET device tested in a KCl solution in water with different concentrations ranging from
100 µ M to 1 M. Note here that the position of the CNP now shifts toward negative potentials with
increasing ion concentration. The shift of the VCNP is ploted in the inset as a function of pK, which
is the the negative logarithm of its activity aKCl . The negative shift can be explained by the adsorption of positive potassium ions. 8,9 In this case, the mechanism can be described analytically
using a single-reaction model similar to the phenol case above (Supplementary Eq. S9). The result
quantitatively accounts for the data points in the inset of Fig. 3 (red line). Likewise, we can extract a density of adsorbed effective crown ether of 9 × 1012 cm−2 and an equilibrium constant of
10−2.3 M, which is close to that (10−2.03 M) of 18-crown-6 measured in bulk solution (the difference is probably due to solution versus surface-bound measurements). We would like to stress that
the extracted mobility and channel conductivity show no degradation after functionalization (see
Tab.1) also for this sensing prototype.
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In summary, by using aromatic functionalization, we demonstrated H+ and K+ GISFETs with
fully preserved mobilities and promising ion sensitivities. Importantly, the noncolavent modification method preserves the excellent electrical properties of graphene and allows for the development of high-performance graphene sensors. For example, an exceptional low pH detection
limit that is over two orders of magnitude better than that of the state-of-the-art pH meters, has
been evaluated by means of noise measurement. Based on these findings, we are truly convinced
that graphene holds great promise for sensing applications, such as environmental monitoring and

Experimental Section
CVD graphene growth. Graphene films were grown on 25-µ m thick copper foils (99.8 %, Alfa
Aesar, item No. 13382) in a split quartz tube furnace using a CVD method involving methane and
hydrogen gases, whose flow rates were precisely controled by mass flow controllers. Under base
vacuum conditions of 40 mTorr, the furnace was heated with a 10 sccm flow of hydrogen. After
reaching the growth temperature, we waited 20 min to allow the copper foil to anneal. For our
optimized growth step, the chamber conditions were: CH4 :H2 gas flow of 25:10 sccm, pressure of
1.5 Torr, and a temperature of 1, 000 ◦ C. When the growth was finished, the hydrogen gas flow was
kept during fast cool down (100 ◦ C/min).
Characterization. The transistor characteristics of the graphene FET devices in different solutions
were tested automatically in a home-made setup. The corner contacts can be numbered from 1 to
4 in a clockwise order (here the beginning corner is arbitral since the sample is symmetrical). A
Keithley 2600A was used as the source meter to inject a current flow I12 in graphene layer between
two adjacent corners 1 and 2. The voltage drop between another two adjacent corners, V34 , was
collected using a Keithley nanovolt meter 2800. The sheet conductance of graphene sheet can
then be calculated as: GS =

ln2
π

· VI12
. The reference voltage Vre f was monitored with a Keithley
34

multimeter 3600.
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Sample functionalization and solution preparation. The fluorobenzene passivated graphene
FET sample was prepared by immersing the device in pure flourobenzene liquid for 30 s and blow
drying. By immersing the fresh graphene FET device in 1 M phenol in ethanol for 5 min and rinsing in pure ethanol for another 5 min and blow drying, we achieved the phenol-activated GISFET
sample. The crown ether-activated GISFET was prepared by functionalizing the graphene sample
in 0.1 M solution of dibenzo-18-crown-6-ether in chloroform for 5 min and rinsing in pure ethanol
for another 5 min and blow drying. As for electrolyte, we used standard pH buffer solutions (Tri-

pH values [monitored by pH strips and a glass electrode (691 pH Meter, Metrohm)] of the KCl
solutions remained constant at pH∼
= 5.5 over the concentration range we discuss in this paper.
QCM measurements. QCM measures a mass per unit area by monitoring the change in frequency
of a quartz crystal resonator. Here we started from QCM sensors with Au active electrode. CVD
graphene was transferred onto the sensors and resulting in QCM sensors with graphene active electrode. In order to achieve a clean graphene surface, a post annealing in Ar/H2 gas was performed at
300 ◦ C for 1 h. The resonate frequency of such QCM sensors was then monitored both before and
after functionalizations. The change in frequency was recorded and converted into adsorbed mass
per unit area by using the Sauerbrey relation: ∆m =

C∆ f
n ,

where C = 17.7 ngcm−2 s is a constant

and n = 3 denotes the overtone of the quartz crystal that we monitored. For the fluorobenzene and
phenol functionalizations, the QCM measurements gave adsorbed density of 5.7 × 1014 cm−2 and
7.5 × 1014 cm−2 after thoroughly rinsing, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Graphene FET fabrication and measurement scheme. (a) Process flow for patterning
and transferring a CVD graphene sheet (blue) with clean surface. (b) Schematic of a fabricated
graphene FET with liquid sealing (top view). (c) Schematic of the experimental setup and the
electrical circuitry of the electrolyte-gated graphene FET. The gate voltage VPt was applied to the
solution via a Pt wire. The electrostatic potential in solution was monitored by a commercial
calomel reference electrode as Vre f .
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Fig. 2. pH responses of graphene FETs with phenol and fluorobenzene functionalizations. (a)
Electrical sheet conductance GS as a function of the reference potential Vre f measured in different
pH buffer solutions for the phenol-activated (top) and fluorobenzene-passivated (bottom) graphene
FETs. Inset: molecular structure of phenol (top) and fluorobenzene (bottom). Black, white, red,
and green correspond to carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and fluorine atoms, respectively. (b) Change
of the surface potential Ψ0 of graphene FETs vs pH of the buffer solution with phenol and fluorobenzene functionalizations. The red curve is a fit to the single-reaction model with an equilibrium
constant of 10−8.6 M and an active group density of 5.5×1014 cm−2 .
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hole mobility
(cm2V-1s-1)

electron mobility
(cm2V-1s-1)

minimum
conductance (μS)

before

after

before

after

before

after

fluorobenzene: ref

*2630

2650

3140

3260

195

180

phenol: pH sensor

*2050
1180
260

1770
1360
380

2590
1920
270

2020
1800
310

205
310
90

140
240
105

crown ether: K+ sensor

*270
1090

340
1270

210
1870

310
1520

~615
280

~630
300

* : also discussed in the main manuscript

Tab. 1. The calculated carrier mobilities as well as the minimum conductances of six as-fabricated
and functionalized graphene FETs.
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Fig. 3. Response of a crown ether-functionalized GISFET to K+ ions. The electrical source-drain
conductance G is depicted as a function of the reference potential Vre f in different KCl solutions.
Lower right inset: change of the GISFET’s VCNP vs pK of the KCl solution. The red curve is a fit
to the single-reaction model with an equilibrium constant of 10−2.3 M and an active group density
of 9 × 1012 cm−2 . The molecular structure of dibenzo-18-crown-6-ether is shown as the top left
inset. Black, white, and red represent carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, respectively.
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A significant pH response of the graphene FETs can be achieved by using aromatic functionalization.

